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ABSTRACT

Objectives To date, many artificial intelligence (AI) systems have been developed in healthcare, but adoption has been limited. This may be due to inappropriate or incomplete evaluation and a lack of internationally recognised AI standards on evaluation. To have confidence in the generalisability of AI systems in healthcare and to enable their integration into workflows, there is a need for a practical yet comprehensive instrument to assess the translational aspects of the available AI systems. Currently available evaluation frameworks for AI in healthcare focus on the reporting and regulatory aspects but have little guidance regarding assessment of the translational aspects of the AI systems like the functional, utility and ethical components.

Methods To address this gap and create a framework that assesses real-world systems, an international team has developed a translationally focused evaluation framework termed ‘Translational Evaluation of Healthcare AI (TEHAI)’. A critical review of literature assessed existing evaluation and reporting frameworks and gaps. Next, using health technology evaluation and translational principles, reporting components were identified for consideration. These were independently reviewed for consensus inclusion in a final framework by an international panel of eight expert.

Results TEHAI includes three main components: capability, utility and adoption. The emphasis on translational and ethical features of the model development and deployment distinguishes TEHAI from other evaluation instruments. In specific, the evaluation components can be applied at any stage of the development and deployment of the AI system.

Discussion One major limitation of existing reporting or evaluation frameworks is their narrow focus. TEHAI, because of its strong foundation in translation research models and an emphasis on safety, translational value and generalisability, not only has a theoretical basis but also practical application to assessing real-world systems.

Conclusion The translational research theoretic approach used to develop TEHAI should see it having application not just for evaluation of clinical AI in research settings, but more broadly to guide evaluation of working clinical systems.

INTRODUCTION

Progress in artificial intelligence (AI) has opened new opportunities to respond to many healthcare-related issues. However, recent AI systems have fallen short of their translational goals. AI systems are often developed from a technical perspective, with consideration of how they fit into and value to real-world workflows a secondary concern. Machine learning may be applied to biased or poor-quality data sets. Further, technology-supported clinical decisions require a robust ethical framing which is not considered in purely technical evaluations. Using and integrating AI systems in clinical settings can be potentially expensive and disruptive, thus necessitating strong justification for their deployment. As a result of, it is sometimes difficult to have confidence in the generalisability of the AI systems and adopters may face unnecessary roadblocks on the path to an effective healthcare response. Therefore, a rigorous evaluation that assesses AI systems early and at various stages of their clinical deployment, is crucial.

Currently available evaluation frameworks for AI systems in healthcare generally focus on reporting and regulatory aspects. This is helpful when you have AI systems deployed in healthcare services and integrated with clinical workflow. However, despite numerous such evaluation and reporting frameworks, it is evident there is an absence of an evaluation framework that assesses various stages of development, deployment, integration and adoption of AI systems. Dependence on disparate evaluation frameworks to assess different aspects and phases of AI systems is unrealistic. Also, currently available evaluation and reporting frameworks fall short in adequately assessing the functional, utility and ethical aspects of the models despite growing evidence about the limited...
adaptability of AI systems in healthcare. The absence especially of an assessment of the ethical dimensions such as privacy, non-maleficence and explainability in the available frameworks indicates their inadequacy in providing an inclusive and translational evaluation. Therefore, a comprehensive yet practical instrument that assess the translational aspects and various phases of available AI systems is required.

 METHODOLOGY

The Declaration of Innsbruck describes evaluation of information and communication technology as ‘the act of measuring or exploring properties of a health information system (in planning, development, implementation or operation), the result of which informs a decision to be made concerning that system in a specific context.’ An assessment framework adopting the declaration thus must consider that the health information system not only includes the software and hardware but also the environment encompassing the actors and their interactions. However, evaluation should be limited to assessing the specific evidence required to make a given decisions; if not, evidence gathering may become wasteful or infeasible.

This approach aligns with principles for translational research (TR) which focuses on facilitating the translation of scientific evidence into real-world practice and with Health Technology Assessment, which is the systematic evaluation of health technologies and interventions. Translation research principles support processes that turn observations in the laboratory or clinic or community into interventions that improve the health of individuals, encourage multidisciplinary collaboration and enables adoption of evidence-based approaches. These principles have guided the development of the Translational Evaluation of Healthcare AI (TEHAI) framework.

As per this approach and as a first step, we adopted a critical review of related literature including frameworks and guidelines (covering AI in healthcare reporting and evaluation). The project team identified key components that could be considered in the framework and developed a draft initial version of the ‘TEHAI’ framework. Candidate components and subcomponents were identified using a consensual approach that explored their validity and relevance to the development of AI systems in healthcare. The draft framework was then reviewed by an eight-member international panel with expertise in medicine, data science, healthcare policy, biomedical research and healthcare commissioning drawn from the UK, USA and New Zealand. Panel members were provided the framework and documentation relating to the framework including a guide to interpret each component and subcomponent. Feedback from the expert panel was used to refine and craft the final version of TEHAI.

RESULTS

TEHAI includes three main components capability, adoption and utility to assess various AI systems. The components are a synthesis of several activities and were chosen with a focus on the translational aspects of AI in healthcare, that is, how is AI applied and used in healthcare? The emphasis on translational and ethical features of the model development and deployment distinguishes TEHAI from other evaluation instruments. Outlined in figure 1 and the subsequent narrative are high level details of TEHAI’s three main components and its 15 subcomponents. The description of components is kept brief to facilitate their use within a checklist. Full details of the framework including the scoring system are outlined in online supplemental file 1.

Capability

This component assesses the intrinsic technical capability of the AI system to perform its expected purpose, by reviewing key aspects as to how the AI system was developed. Unless the model has been trained and tested appropriately, it is unlikely the system will be useful in healthcare environments.

Objective

This subcomponent assesses whether the system has an ethically justifiable objective, that is, stated contribution to addressing an identified healthcare problem with the aims of reducing morbidity and/or mortality and/or increasing efficiency. This subcomponent is scored on a scale of how well the objective is articulated, that is, the problem the AI addresses, why the study is being conducted and how it adds to the body of knowledge in the domain are clearly articulated.

Dataset source and integrity

An AI system is only as good as the data it was derived from. If the data do not reflect the intended purpose, the model predictions are likely to be useless or even harmful. This subcomponent evaluates the source of the data and the integrity of datasets used for training and testing the AI system including an appraisal of the representativeness and coverage of the target population in the data, and the consistency and reproducibility of the data collection process. Scoring is determined by how well the dataset is described, how well the dataset fits with the objective from a technical point of view and how credible/reliable the data source is. This subcomponent also considers when new data are acquired to train a clinically embedded model that appropriate checks are undertaken to ensure integrity and alignment of data to previously used data.

Internal validity

An internally valid model will be able to predict health outcomes reliably and accurately within a predefined set of data resources that were used wholly or partially when training the model. This validation process includes the classical concept of goodness-of-fit, but also
cross-validation schemes that derive training and test sets from the same sources of data. Scoring is based on the size and properties of the training data set with respect to the healthcare challenge, the diversity of the data to ensure good modelling coverage, and whether the statistical performance of the model (e.g., in a classification task) is high enough to satisfy the requirements of usefulness in the healthcare context.

External validity
To evaluate external validity, we investigate whether the external data used to assess model performance came from substantially distinct external sources that did not contribute any data towards model training. Examples of external data sources include independent hospitals, institutions or research groups that were not part of the model construction team or a substantial temporal difference between the training and validation data collections. The scoring is based on the size and coverage of the external data (if any) and whether there is sufficient variation in the external data to allow meaningful statistical conclusions.

Performance metrics
Performance metrics refer to mathematical formulas that are used for assessing how well an AI model predicts clinical or other health outcomes from the data. These performance metrics can be classification or regression or qualitative metrics. If the metrics are chosen poorly, it is not possible to assess the accuracy of the models reliably. Furthermore, specific metrics have biases, which means that a combination of multiple metrics might lead to more reliable conclusions in some cases. This subcomponent examines whether appropriate performance measures relevant to the given task had been selected for the presentation of the study results. Metrics are also evaluated for their reliability across domains or when models are updated with new evidence if such iterative tool development is a likely scenario. This subcomponent is scored according to how well the performance metrics fit the study and how reliable they are likely to be considering the nature of the healthcare challenge.

Use case
This subcomponent investigates the justification for the use of AI for the study as opposed to assessing statistical or analytical methods. This tests if the study has considered the relevance and fit of the AI to the particular healthcare domain it is being applied to. This subcomponent is scored on a scale of how well the use case is stated that is, whether the study presents evidence or arguments to justify the AI method used.

Utility
This component evaluates the usability of the AI system across different dimensions including the contextual
relevance, and safety and ethical considerations regarding eventual deployment into clinical practice. It also assesses the efficiency of the system (achieving maximum productivity while working in a competent manner) as evaluated through the quality, adoption and alignment measures. Utility as measured through these dimensions assesses the applicability of the AI system for the particular use case and the domain in general.

Generalisability and contextualisation
Biases or exacerbation of disparities due to under-representation or inappropriate representation within datasets used both in training and validation can have an adverse and potentially unjust effect on the real-world utility of an AI model. This subcomponent is scored based on how well an AI model is expected to capture the specific groups of people it is most intended for. Scoring also considers contextualisation. The context of an AI application is defined here as the alignment between the model’s performance, expected results, characteristics of the training data and the overall objective.

Safety and quality
It is critical that AI models being deployed in healthcare, especially in clinical environments, are assessed for their safety and quality. Appropriate consideration should be paid to the presence of ongoing monitoring mechanisms in the study, such as adequate clinical governance that will provide a systematic approach to maintaining and improving the safety and quality of care within a healthcare setting. This subcomponent is scored based on the presence and strength of any safety and quality evaluations and how likely they are to ensure safety and quality when AI is applied in the real world.

Transparency
This subcomponent assesses the extent to which model functionality and architecture is described in the study and the extent to which decisions reached by the algorithm are understandable (i.e., black box or interpretable). Relevant elements include the overall model structure, the individual model components, the learning algorithm and how the specific solution is reached by the algorithm. This subcomponent is scored on a scale of how transparent, interpretable and reproducible the AI model is given the information available.

Privacy
This subcomponent refers to personal privacy, data protection and security. This subcomponent is ethically relevant to the concept of autonomy/self-determination, including the right to control access to and use of personal information, and the consent processes used to authorise data uses. Privacy is scored on the extent to which privacy considerations are documented, including consent by study subjects, the strength of data security and data life cycle throughout the study itself and consideration for future protection if deployed in the real world.

Non-maleficence
This subcomponent refers to the identification of actual and potential harms, beyond patient safety, caused by the AI and any actions taken to avoid foreseeable or unintentional harms. Harms to individuals may be physical, psychological, emotional or economic. Harms may affect systems/organisations, infrastructure and social well-being. This subcomponent is scored on the extent to which potential harms of the AI are identified, quantified and the measures taken to avoid harms and reduce risk.

Adoption
There have been issues with the adoption and integration of AI systems in healthcare delivery even with those that have demonstrated their efficacy, although in in-silico or controlled environments. Therefore, it is important to assess the translational value of current AI systems. This component appraises this by evaluating key elements that demonstrate the adoption of the model in real life settings.

Use in a healthcare setting
As many AI systems have been developed in controlled environments or in silico there is a need to assess for evidence of use in real world environments and integration of new AI models with existing health service information systems. Also, the trials may have demonstrated efficacy, but a ‘real-world’ deployment is necessary to demonstrate effectiveness. It is important to consider the utility of the system for its users and its beneficiaries, for example, users might be clinicians and administrators, while beneficiaries might be patients. Both elements reflect the sustainability of the system in the service and its acceptance by patients and clinicians. This subcomponent is scored according to the extent to which the model has been integrated into external healthcare sites and the utility of the system for end users and beneficiaries.

Technical integration
This subcomponent evaluates how well the models integrate with existing clinical/administrative workflows outside of the development setting, and their performance in such situations. In addition, the subcomponent includes reporting of failed integration where it occurs, that is, even if the model performs poorly it is reported. This subcomponent is scored according to how well the integration aspects of the model are anticipated and if specific steps to facilitate practical integration have been taken.

Number of services
Many AI in healthcare studies are based on single site use without evidence of wider testing or validation. In this subcomponent, we review reporting quantitative assessment of wider use. This subcomponent is scored according to how well the use of the system across multiple healthcare organisations and/or multiple types of healthcare environments is described.
Alignment with domain

This category considers the alignment and relevance of the AI system to the particular healthcare domain and its likely long-term acceptance. In other words, the model is assessing the benefits of the AI system to the particular medical domain the model is being applied to. This again relates to the translational aspects of the AI model. This subcomponent is scored according to how well the benefits of the AI system for the medical domain are articulated.

To help with the implementation of these checklist, we recommend below the different phases (figure 2) when the subcomponents have to be checked. The checks can be performed when the AI system is being developed (Development Check), when the AI system is being deployed (Deployment Check), and as part of ongoing monitoring (Discernment Check).

Scoring

The scoring of evidence of the various subcomponents is organised in a matrix (figure 3). The initial scoring per subcomponent is based on a scale of 0–3 based on the degree to which the criteria in the subcomponents are met, that is, presence and absence of features in the AI system (see the additional information section for the details of what is being scored and how). Then, the awarded score is multiplied by a weight allocated to the subcomponent. The weighting process in scoring indicates certain criteria are more important than others and will, when the weights are combined with the scores, provide a more distinguishable overall score. We have allocated weights to each subcomponent in the framework to recognise the importance of certain subcomponents to translational medicine and provide more granularity to the process. The weights are either 5 or 10 indicating...
midpoint and endpoint on a scale of 10. Each subcomponent is allocated a specific weight based on the team’s view of their degree of importance to the evaluation. The final subcomponent scores, which are the multiplied values of the score and weight will be highlighted in a traffic light colour scheme. Each weight has its own traffic light scaling system to ensure the equivalency of final scores immaterial of what weight is employed. There will be no overall component or evaluation score as this approach will potentially obscure individual subcomponent strengths or weaknesses and mislead readers. Of note, evaluators may mix and match different subcomponents at various stages of development and deployment of the system (figure 2). While the scoring system may seem complex, when set up in a spreadsheet or a database can be easily automated to minimise the need for manual calculation.

**DISCUSSION**
The application of AI in healthcare, driven by recent advances in machine learning, is growing and will likely continue to do so. Such application requires appropriate datasets among other key resources. Obtaining such datasets can prove difficult, meaning many AI developers rely on whatever is available to them to produce initial results. In certain instances, comprehensive evaluation of AI may not occur until the model is deployed due to limited internal evaluation capacity or an excessive focus on predeployment evaluation. Awaiting evaluation after the model is deployed in clinical practice presents a safety and quality risk. Therefore, evaluating AI models predeployment and postdeployment along the AI-life cycle can identify potential concerns and issues with the model, avoiding harmful effects on patients’ outcomes and clinical decision making.

One of the major limitations with many existing reporting or evaluation frameworks is their narrow focus. Some focus on reporting of clinical trials evaluating AI interventions on a specific medical domain or compare a particular type of AI model to human clinicians limiting the generalisability of such frameworks. It is now increasingly becoming evident that many AI systems, that have shown promise in in-silico environment or when deployed in single sites, are not fit for purpose when deployed widely. Therefore, evaluation of AI systems not only has to commence earlier in the development process but also must be continuous and comprehensive, which is lacking in many currently available evaluation and reporting frameworks.

TEHAI, because of its strong foundation in TR and an emphasis on safety, translational value and generalisability, has not only a vigorous theoretical basis but also practical appeal in that it is designed to assess real-world systems. As not all developers or health services will have the resources to use TEHAI in its entirety, it offers some flexibility by demarcating the three components of capability, utility and adoption, each of which is independently scored. TEHAI is designed to be used at various phases of AI model development, deployment and workflow integration in addition to considering the translational and ethical aspects of the AI model in question, thereby providing a more comprehensive yet flexible assessment framework.

---

**Figure 3** TEHAI scoring matrix. Scores and weights for the assessment of each subcomponent of capability, utility and adoption. TEHAI, Translational Evaluation of Healthcare Artificial Intelligence.
CONCLUSION
The monitoring and evaluation of AI in healthcare should be de rigueur and requires an appropriate evaluation framework for regulatory agencies and other bodies. Health services may also need to evaluate AI applications for safety, quality and efficacy, before their adoption and integration. Further, developers and vendors may want to assess their products before regulatory approval and release into the market. TEHAI, because of its comprehensiveness and flexibility to different stages of AI development and deployment, may be of use to all these groups.
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